Besides their manifestation, forms of care can be shaped and nurtured. In the school, children can learn practices of care that go beyond personal experience, being guided by interacting with others and with the environment. The Patio Vivo Foundation proposes to apply these ideas in the school landscape through a courtyard that is a stage and agent of care, putting front and center the experience of students as an educational model.

In the field of Education, care and learning are complementary and interrelated. Children and teenagers are capable of learning as long as they feel calm, safe and have a place to do so. Since the Delors Report (1994), a focus on simultaneously learning to know; learning to do; learning to live together; and learning to be, has been promoted. The school landscape, the building, halls and courtyards communicate a vision of the world and a conception of learning. In *Philosophy of Care*, Comins Mingol (2009) proposes to teach competencies for care through school environments that favor experiences of both mutual care and caring for the environment.

In that sense, schoolyards have enormous potential to favor learning through experience and care: “A properly planned and built physical environment amplifies and...
enhances people’s diverse ways of learning” (Lippman, 2012:4). So, we can go from hard, flat and hostile courtyards, to ‘learning landscapes’ that communicate an idea of care in which students are welcomed through space while they learn to take care of plants, insects, play structures and their peers.

Fundación Patio Vivo transforms schoolyards into ‘learning landscapes,’ places that promote socio-emotional, physical, and cognitive well-being of children and adolescents. With this objective, through a dialogue between education and architecture, the community’s gaze is articulated with the physical environment and culture, promoting the development of skills through play and contact with nature.

**Patio Vivo: the Nature of the Game**

The learning landscape of the Chilean Eagles College of La Pintana was designed for children from 6 to 8 years old, where it sought to strengthen the sense of community, belonging and active play through contact with nature.

The space was organized through a series of circular structures of various sizes, depths, and heights, promoting its different uses: a circular court or small gardens at ground level; raised circles of
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bricks built as small hills, allowing children to run down through their slopes; and circles below ground level for them to hide underground, sit down to share or learn in the open classroom.

On the other hand, we seek to regenerate the sterile ecological desert made up by 1,600 m² of concrete. To do this, the waterproof layer was removed, along with the earth, and was replaced by bricks, mulch, topsoil, and sorghum, which allow water to be drained back into the ground, therefore, favoring the growth of plant species. In addition, 18 trees were planted, including Quillaja saponaria, Quercus coccinea, Schinus molle and Ginkgo biloba, which constitute a natural filter of particulate matter, reducing temperatures with foliage, and returning moisture to the air. They also give color to the school, which is essential in this context devoid of green areas.

After a year and a half of confinement as a result of the pandemic, the children once again find themselves in a courtyard that welcomes their desire to play, move, and be with their friends. Through free play and exploration, they can observe the cycles of nature, develop physical skills in challenging play structures and, thus, have experiences of caring for the environment and their peers. ARQ
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